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Abstract: This paper considers brake-based lateral control of a passenger vehicle, for reducing
secondary collision risk following an initial impact in a traffic accident. Since secondary colli-
sions are associated with deviations from the original travel path, the control problem is for-
mulated via brake control sequences that minimize lateral path deviation. Optimal sequences
are found not to conform to any simple control mode; sometimes all brakes are released,
sometimes all wheels are locked, or the brakes may be applied in differential mode. In general,
the optimal strategy combines several such actuation modes, and analysis shows it is related
to the utilization of instantaneous vehicle force and moment capacity, indicating that a
closed-loop control strategy may be developed based on the real-time estimation of tyre force
limits during the post-impact event. Yaw motion control is related to response discontinuity
and multiple equilibria found in the optimal response – a small change in initial yaw velocity
generates large changes in the ensuing vehicle motion and thus in the aimed equilibrium
point of the vehicle’s orientation. Overall it is found that braking control strongly influences
the post-impact path of the impacted vehicle, and may therefore form the basis of a practical
system for avoiding secondary collisions in future traffic accidents.
Keywords: active safety, collision avoidance, path control, braking, post-impact, optimization,
vehicle dynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
Vehicle traffic safety attracts considerable attention
from all perspectives, given the continuing high
numbers of accidents registered in road traffic sta-
tistics. One type of accident is gradually increasing
according to recent accident statistics studies –
Multiple-Event Accidents (MEAs) [1]. These are
characterized by having at least one vehicle sub-
jected to more than one harmful event, such as col-
lision with another vehicle. Statistics show that
MEAs comprise up to a third of all passenger vehicle
accidents [2–4], and human injury levels in MEAs
are higher than in Single-Collision Event [3–5].
Studies of more recent accident statistics have
shown that MEAs have a threefold increase in risk
for severe injury and fourfold increase for fatal
injury, as compared to Single Event Accidents
(SEAs) [6]. Most MEAs experience the secondary
event due to excessive lateral deviation from the
road or lane centre after an initial collision [2]. The
secondary event may be a collision with a road-side
stationary object or another moving vehicle, or it
may be a rollover event. A previous study on the
estimation of potential safety benefits gained from
post-impact (PI) interventions found that the major-
ity of MEAs occurred on straight continuous roads
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or at intersections [7]; it was concluded that if lat-
eral deviations were to be reduced, in many cases it
is possible to mitigate or completely avoid second-
ary events. Therefore, the ability to minimize the PI
path lateral deviation Y (t) can be greatly beneficial
to road traffic safety, provided significant controlled
changes in path are feasible.
Vehicle dynamic control using brakes is well
known in terms of classical electronic stability con-
trol (ESC) systems, which infer and follow the driv-
er’s intended yaw rate within the limits of various
stability criteria [8–12]. Some previous studies on
controlling PI vehicle dynamics [5, 13] follow a simi-
lar approach, seeking to instantaneously minimize
any large PI yaw rate; in one study the system
applies automatic longitudinal deceleration on all
four wheels via the brakes [14]. In reference [5] a
stabilization controller was developed to attenuate
excessive vehicle yaw rate via differential braking
after a set of angled rear-end impacts; its path con-
trol was achieved by first recovering stability then
allowing the driver to steer back to the road centre.
In reference [13] a yaw moment optimization algo-
rithm was developed to reduce yaw rate in various
skidding and spinning motions, and the tuning of
the individual wheel brake slip and front axle steer-
ing angles was presented. In reference [14], a func-
tion named Secondary Collision Mitigation (SCM)
retrieves information of the first impact from the
airbag system and sends this to ESC control units
which command braking actuation. Another
approach, from the California PATH programme
[15], also considered that a minor or moderate colli-
sion will not disable the actuators of a vehicle, and
that a strategy of controlling the vehicle trajectories
would mitigate the accident consequences signifi-
cantly. In that work, steering controllers were devel-
oped using a linear model of the vehicle lateral
dynamics; however, the PI dynamics were limited to
mild cases, considering only rear-end collisions with
small offsets.
In this paper the authors formulate the problem
of secondary event avoidance as a path optimization
problem: to minimize lateral path deviation from
the pre-impact trajectory using active control of
brakes. This new approach is expected to provide a
very different type of control compared to those
mentioned above, especially because there is no
explicit requirement to minimize yaw rate; indeed,
the possibility exists to exploit the yaw degree of
freedom for maximum benefit to reduce path devia-
tion. Also distinct from ESC interventions, the new
path control strategy does not derive its reference
from the driver, but from the global geometry. In
this paper, a straight road is assumed and that the
reference path is parallel to the driver’s original path
before impact. This is in keeping with a new genera-
tion of on-market active safety systems relying on
environment sensors (e.g. Collision Mitigation by
Braking, City Safety [16]), including popularly inves-
tigated lane-keeping [17] and collision avoidance
systems using active brake and/or steer interven-
tions [18–23].
In order to reduce lateral deviation, it is clear that
a resultant force is required perpendicular to the
original intended path. This force is to be controlled
by brake actuation at each wheel, and derives from
both longitudinal and lateral forces at the tyres.
Tyre forces available at any instant depend on nor-
mal loads and tyre–road friction, as well as slip
angles at the individual wheels, and in turn these
depend on steer angles and vehicle kinematics,
especially yaw rate and body side slip angle. Part of
the control problem is therefore in cascading a
desired resultant vehicle force down to the level of
the individual brake actuators. Such problems of
brake torque apportionment has been extensively
studied in the area of Direct Yaw Control (DYC),
where different tyre longitudinal forces between the
left and right are properly generated to control vehi-
cle motion via a yaw moment reference signal [24,
25]. Apportionment concepts are to be used here for
vehicle path control, relating available resultant glo-
bal forces to vehicle kinematics in a variety of PI
scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2
the vehicle models are defined and an optimization
scheme is formulated. Sample results are presented
and analysed in section 3, while in section 4 the
strategies used by the optimized brake controller
are explored via relationships between applied brak-
ing torques and the force-moment availability at the
vehicle level. In section 5 the full range of brake
actuation modes is determined using phase-plane
analysis, and conclusions are given in section 6.
2 METHOD
The approach in this paper is to apply general opti-
mization techniques to the PI path control problem,
with emphasis on finding out the feasible effects of
brake application and the mechanisms that are
most effective. Hereby, the underlying hypothesis is
that minimizing a cost function, defined to penalize
the vehicle’s maximum lateral deviation Ymax from
the original intended lane, may be effective in con-
trolling path deviations. The focus is to directly opti-
mize braking sequences rather than developing
control algorithms and optimizing parameters; this
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is so performance limits can be determined and a
deeper understanding of the dynamic principles can
be established. The resulting performance will then
be compared with simpler control modes such as
full braking to wheel-lock.
2.1 Vehicle simulation model
The vehicle model used in the simulation is a 3-
DOF planar two-track model with three velocity
states relative to the ground x–y coordinate. In this
study it is assumed that the driver, or some other
actuators, constrain the road wheels to zero steer
angle during the events. Using the notation as given
in Appendix 1, the equations of motion are
m( _vx  vy _c) =Fxfl +Fxfr +Fxrl +Fxrr
m( _vy + vx _c) = Fyfl +Fyfr +Fyrl +Fyrr
Izz€c= lf (Fyfl + Fyfr) lr(Fyrl +Fyrr)
+
t
2
(Fxfr  Fxfl) + t
2
(Fxrr  Fxrl) (1)
This simple 3-DOF model is selected since, during
optimization, it converges quickly compared to a cor-
responding 7-DOF vehicle model which additionally
includes wheel rotational dynamics. The 7-DOF
model was however used to validate results of a
number of optimizations. It is found that the optimal
braking sequences, resulting vehicle responses, as
well as optimization performance (cost versus itera-
tion) are all very similar between the two models. A
typical case is illustrated in Fig. 1, using the same
starting conditions in optimization and comparing 3-
DOF and 7-DOF model behaviours.
A simplified version of Magic Formula (MF) tyre
model with Fxi as input variable [26], is imple-
mented
Fyi(ai) = Di  sinCi  arctan½Bi  ai  Ei
(Bi  ai  arctan (Bi  ai))
Di =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(mi  Fzi)2  F2xi
q
8><
>: (2)
Di is the peak lateral tyre force formulated as a
function of Fxi, as well as friction coefficient and
vertical load. The tyre model parameters are tuned
in accordance with representative data from a pas-
senger car tyre [7]. In extreme spinning and sliding
motions after an impact, the tyre side slip angle a
commonly exceeds 90, and the tyre model is thus
extended (see Fig. 2).
The vehicle model is further validated by compar-
ing vehicle dynamics states and tyre forces with
those from simulations in veDYNA [7].
2.2 Objective function
The objective function for optimization is chosen to
be relevant to typical severity probability of second-
ary events in an MEA, occurring on a straight road.
It is based on both the lateral deviation from the
intended path and the time duration of this devia-
tion [27]. The objective function is defined as
C =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃR tend
0 Y
4  dt
tend
4
s
(3)
Here, a p-norm formulation is used, with p=4 cho-
sen so the cost is biased towards Ymax = max(j Y j).
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(a) Optimized Path Comparison: vPI=15 m/s,
βPI=15 deg, ψPI=-2.5 rad/s.
. (b) Cost versus iteration: vPI=15 m/s,βPI=15 deg, ψPI=-2.5 rad/s.
.
Fig. 1 Comparison of 3-DOF and 7-DOF model in optimization
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This is primarily used because Y 4 is a smooth func-
tion expected to be numerically well-behaved, avoid-
ing troublesome discontinuities while still approxi-
mating the optimal controls for minimizing Ymax. It is
also justified from a practical standpoint – the likeli-
hood and severity of an impact is expected to
increase with the overall path lateral deviation, and
not exclusively dependent on the location of the car
at one single time instant. The event simulation time
tend is set to 1.8 s, starting from the end of initial
impact. This is consistent with accident analysis,
which shows the time to the second collision is usu-
ally within 2 s [7], and avoids the complication that
the vehicle may completely come to rest before the
end of the simulation. It is noted that optimization
results from various PI initial conditions confirm that
the cost function follows Ymax quite well: the higher
the cost, the higher Ymax is found to be.
2.3 Optimization
Numerical optimization is performed using a stan-
dard gradient-based method, as implemented in the
MATLAB function fmincon [28]. This determines a
constrained minimum of the objective function,
including operating bounds on control variables, in
this case the brake pad application forces [27]. It is
assumed that individual wheels can be braked dyna-
mically after the initial impact; brake cylinder pres-
sures are individually modulated according to a
strategy that is to be determined via the optimiza-
tion. The brake actuation sequence on each wheel
is set to start from zero and vary every 0.18 s in
10 equal time intervals, with linear interpolation
between the chosen levels. An upper bound on
applied brake pad force or torque is required. Here
10 kN is used as a reasonable value for this bound,
based on the legitimate requirements on the
hydraulic pressure limit of the brake cylinder in a
passenger car [29]. These are then transformed to
give tyre longitudinal forces in the tyre–ground con-
tact patches, subject to road friction limits. Since
there is no guarantee of finding the global optimum,
starting conditions for the braking sequence optimi-
zation are varied. Three simple control strategies
were used for this: (a) several randomized sequence
of light braking pulses, (b) differential braking bet-
ween left and right wheels in the sense that opposes
the instantaneous yaw velocity, (c) full braking to
wheel lock on all wheels. On average, five rando-
mized sequences were used in (a). So an estimate of
the global optimum is captured by selecting the
result with lowest cost; in all cases it was confirmed
that the cost from at least one other starting condi-
tion closely matched this minimum value.
3 EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTIMAL BRAKE
INTERVENTIONS
The initial objective is to determine whether worth-
while control can be applied: is it possible to signifi-
cantly influence the vehicle path under PI
conditions using only brake interventions? The
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Fig. 2 Simplified MF tyre model, normalized lateral tyre force versus tyre side slip angle. (Locked
braking: Fxi =miFzi  cos (ai).)
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authors consider three different PI conditions, all of
which are within kinematic ranges seen in accident
databases [2]. The first case results from a side
impact to the front of the mass centre, generating
high side slip at the front axle; the second is from a
side impact behind the mass centre, with corre-
sponding high side slip at the rear axle. These events
involve large PI yaw rates. In contrast, the third
event has relatively low PI yaw rate, with the impact
point a smaller distance in front of the mass centre.
The PI yaw angle is assumed zero here. This corre-
sponds to assuming an instantaneous (rigid body)
impact has occurred, while the impacted vehicle
was initially travelling parallel to the original travel
lane. In practice, the impact involves deformable
bodies and the PI kinematic conditions depend on
the duration of the impact and the details of
momentum and energy transfer between the vehicle
and its collision partner. However, this assumption
is done without great loss of generality for the opti-
mal control strategies found in the present paper. A
brief sensitivity study with realistic non-zero yaw
angle at zero time instant verified that it gives quali-
tatively the same optimal response. The PI initial
kinematics are summarized in Table 1, together
with an additional case considered later in the
paper.
For each of the three cases the effect of the com-
puted optimal control sequence is determined, as
well as comparisons with three simple forms of con-
trol: (a) no braking, (b) full braking to lock all
wheels, and (c) a stabilizing yaw motion controller
operating via differential braking (see Appendix 2).
These three are similar to those mentioned in sec-
tion 2 for initialization of the optimization process,
though here the randomized braking is replaced
with an uncontrolled vehicle, and a yaw angle com-
ponent is introduced to the yaw motion controller.
Controller (a) mimics the deactivation of all active
safety systems after collisions and controller (b) is
similar to the SCM function mentioned above; con-
troller (c) is chosen to attenuate yaw deviations in a
way that is broadly similar to existing ESC systems;
however, unlike conventional ESC, the reference is
determined from conditions external to the vehicle,
and a simple linear formulation is used. While none
of these control modes have been specifically
designed to address the path deviation problem,
comparisons can be made to understand the opera-
tion of the optimal control sequence which is shown
as controller (d) in Figs 3 to 5.
Results are shown in Figs 3 to 5, where, as
expected, the optimal strategy gives the smallest lat-
eral deviation in each case. The optimal control is
seen to be capable of curving the path of the vehicle
mass centre back towards the road centre. It is sig-
nificant that the performance of the three simple
strategies is inconsistent between the three cases;
for example in case 1, the zero braking control per-
forms badly, while in case 2 it is the most successful
of the simple strategies in limiting path lateral
deviations.
The results are now considered in more detail.
In case 1, Fig. 3 shows a common tendency for the
path to curve away from the desired initial trajec-
tory; clearly the yaw rate after impact may gener-
ate lateral tyre forces that amplify the disturbance,
and this effect is greatest when the wheels are
freely rolling, so without braking (a) the deviation
is also greatest. By contrast the locked wheel (c)
provides an almost straight-line path and a greatly
reduced path deviation. The optimal intervention
(d) closely mimics the locked wheel result until
later in the PI response, then releasing the wheels
to provide certain desirable path curvature, and
this happens when the sign of the vehicle side slip
is reversed (relative to the reversed orientation of
the vehicle) allowing the vehicle to steer back
towards the initial path. The simple conclusion
from Fig. 3 is that choosing a suitable strategy for
brake actuation during the immediate PI event
can have a very significant effect on lateral devia-
tion from the initial path – reducing the worst-
case (free-rolling) deviation by around 75 per cent,
from 10.56m to 2.83m. Combined with the dis-
cussion of section 1, this supports the conjecture
that appropriate brake action applied immediately
after an initial impact has the potential to greatly
reduce the probability of a serious secondary
collision.
Table 1 PI initial conditions of studied cases (side impact from the right, vPI = 15m/s, bPI = 158, cPI = 0, m = 0.9)
Case First impact location _cPI (/s) af PI () arPI ()
1 forward CoG 143 22 –1
2 Behind CoG –143 5 28
3 Slightly forward CoG 57 17 8
4 at CoG 0 15 15
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In case 2 (Fig. 4) a very different set of responses
is seen; the typical lateral deviation is reduced, with
path curvature to the right reducing the effect of the
impact. It is seen that the full braking (locked wheel)
control negates this desirable path curvature and is
one of the worst strategies; the worst path is actually
seen for the yaw control strategy, so the response
that does most to stabilize the yaw motion actually
has the worst effect on path. Comparing (a) and (d)
in Fig. 4, it is clear that the optimal strategy is very
similar to the free-rolling case, at least for the first
10m of travel. In this example it is clear that the
vehicle kinematics after impact generate lateral tyre
forces that oppose the disturbance, and the effect is
greatest for free rolling wheels. Again the optimal
braking control significantly reduces the maximum
lateral deviation, by around 65 per cent compared
to the worst case.
In case 3, where the initial yaw rate is small
(Fig. 5) the yaw control strategy (b) is the best of the
three simple strategies, and comes close to the per-
formance of the optimal intervention, even though it
has no direct feedback of lateral offset. By contrast,
the free-rolling case (a) performs very badly and full
braking limits path deviation mainly by slowing the
vehicle down – both (a) and (c) experience straight
paths, unlike the more successful interventions.
In the above examples, the optimal use of brake
actuators often approximates those of the simple
control modes. To understand how these vehicle-
level behaviours emerge, and better characterize the
general operation of the optimal controller, atten-
tion is now turned to the resultant forces and
moments acting on the vehicle.
4 IDENTIFICATION OF VEHICLE LEVEL
CONTROL STRATEGIES
The resultant force acting at the vehicle mass centre
is conventionally resolved in vehicle-oriented coor-
dinates. Here however, with the potential for large
yaw rates and yaw angles (as in cases 1 and 2) it is
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Fig. 3 Case 1: vehicle path of four control strategies:
(a) zero braking, (b) yaw control via differential
braking, (c) full braking to wheel lock, (d) opti-
mal strategy. Large red arrow approximates the
first impact force. (Time interval: 0.26 s.)
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Fig. 4 Case 2: vehicle path of four control strategies:
(a) zero braking, (b) yaw control via differential
braking, (c) full braking to wheel lock, (d) opti-
mal strategy. Large red arrow approximates the
first impact force (time interval: 0.26 s.)
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Fig. 5 Case 3: vehicle path of four control strategies:
(a) zero braking, (b) yaw control via differential
braking, (c) full braking to wheel lock, (d) opti-
mal strategy. Large red arrow approximates the
first impact force. (Time interval: 0.30 s.)
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more convenient and instructive to use force com-
ponents based on the particle motion of the mass
centre. Two natural options exist: path-based
½Fxc,FycT aligned parallel and perpendicular to the
instantaneous mass centre velocity vector, or glob-
ally based ½Fxg,FygT relative to axes OXY where OX
is the intended path orientation (see Fig. 6).
A possible advantage of using path-based coordi-
nates is that resultant path-lateral force capacity is
independent of the vehicle heading angle, and the
applied path-lateral force directly determines the
local path curvature. On the other hand, use of glo-
bal axes takes direct account of the optimization
goal, and has the simplifying property that Fyg(t)
uniquely determines the value of the cost function
(equation (3)); Fxg(t) can affect the longitudinal dis-
tance travelled, but it plays no role in the control
performance and is essentially eliminated from the
analysis of optimal control. Thus vehicle forces are
resolved in the global OXY axes and focus on Fyg as
the dominant variable to determine the control of
path deviations (zero steer angle being assumed)
Fyg =
X
i
Fxisinc+Fyicosc
 
(4)
As noted, Mz influences the overall Fyg(t) force
capacity via the yaw kinematics
Mz = lf  (Fyfl +Fyfr) lr  (Fyrl +Fyrr)
+
t
2
 (Fxfr  Fxfl) + t
2
 (Fxrr  Fxrl) (5)
Therefore the relative contributions of Fyg and Mz
during the above PI cases is of critical interest in
describing the operation of the optimal control
sequences found in section 3. In the following sub-
sections three distinct vehicle-level strategies can be
identified for which the contributions of Fyg and Mz
are optimal.
4.1 Lateral force control
Further detail for case 1 is shown in Fig. 7. Plot (a)
shows the vehicle motion as well as the available and
actual tyre forces during the post impact event; the
solid blue line represents the force magnitude and
direction at each tyre, and the purple lines map out a
sector of attainable tyre forces, assuming the individ-
ual braking forces were varied. These available tyre
forces are also aggregated to find the set of resultant
forces Fyg and yaw moments Mz available at any
instant. Of particular interest is the largest available
Fyg that opposes the current path deviation (i.e. having
maximum component in the direction opposing Y)
Fyg(t) = min
Fxi
(sgn(Y (t))  Fyg(t)) (6)
This is plotted as the dot-dashed curve in
Fig. 7(b) together with the force Fyg delivered by the
optimal brake control (solid line). In this case, Fyg is
mostly achieved during the event: the solid and dot-
dashed lines are close together (0\X\14m), pre-
ceding the maximum lateral deviation Ymax. Some
discrepancy is seen soon after the initial impact
(0\X\4m) where the available limit is not
achieved. The corresponding behaviour for case 2 in
Fig. 8 is even simpler: for 0\X\14m the solid line
tracks the dash-dot line very accurately, so the opti-
mal strategy is to instantaneously maximize Fyg
throughout this extended period of PI response.
Figures 7(b) and 8 show additional information in
the dashed and dotted curves, which respectively
indicate the contribution to Fyg from the longitudi-
nal and lateral forces at the tyres. Thus for instance
in case 2, the free-rolling mode persists for 0\X\8:5
m (Fig. 8) as all the corrective forces derive from lat-
eral tyre forces. In case 1 the lateral tyre forces
mostly act in the ‘wrong’ direction (2\X\10m), i.e.
harmful contributions are made to Fyg, acting in the
same sense as the original first impact, so locking
the wheels reduces the path deviation.
Even though very different braking actions are
seen in the above cases, there is a simple dominant
strategy operating for most time instants before
Y =Ymax: select the individual tyre forces so Fyg
achieves the limiting capacity Fyg. From Fig. 7(a) it
can also be seen how this strategy cascades to the
individual brake torques at the wheels; within the
sector of available forces, braking torque is applied
so the force vector (blue line) has a maximum
Y
X
vx
vy
vy
xβ
ψ
Fxc
Fyc
Fyg
Fxg
O
Fig. 6 Definition of coordinates, velocities and forces
(illustration of vector directions but not magni-
tude relations)
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component in the negative Y direction; this condi-
tion holds whenever Fyg =F

yg in Fig. 7(a). By con-
trast, yaw stabilization is far from evident in these
two cases. However, this does not imply that Mz
plays an unimportant role, and it is anticipated that
there are times when this variable will provide some
critical actions.
To explore utilization and tradeoffs involving Fyg
and Mz, a ‘cloud plot’ of available forces and
moments is presented in Fig. 9. The available forces
and moments are shown as a dark cloud (scatter
plot) in the Fyg–Mz plane as the individual brake tor-
que inputs are varied; this method was presented
previously in reference [30]. The snapshots of
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Fig. 7 Case 1, (a) Optimal path and tyre force vectors (bold: optimal tyre force, thin black: tyre
velocity, thin dark grey: available tyre forces, dashed: friction circle). (b) Global lateral
forces (solid: resultant lateral force Fyg, dot-dashed: F

yg, dashed: tyre longitudinal force
contribution, dotted: tyre lateral force contribution)
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Fig. 8 Case 2, Global lateral forces (solid: Fyg, dot-dashed: F

yg, dashed: tyre longitudinal force
contribution, dotted: tyre lateral force contribution)
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available forces and moments are shown at the dis-
crete braking instances referenced by the optimal
control sequence. In each sub-plot the red dot repre-
sents the values obtained by optimal braking. As
expected, the optimal control corresponds to the
point where Fyg is maximized in the direction of path
recovery, i.e. at the leftmost point of the cloud. This
is true for most of the critical part of the response,
up to and around the maximum path deviation. It is
seen that for X˜14 m this is no longer true, but cer-
tainly this simple rule dominates the behaviour seen
in the clouds. The corresponding plot for case 2
(Fig. 10) shows the same bias to track the leftmost
edge of the cloud. It is worth noting here that the
choice to use Fyg rather than Fyc is not critical; the
equivalent cloud plots using Fyc show very similar
cloud shapes and support the same approximate left-
most point rule.
The size and position of the clouds show impor-
tant features of how the yaw dynamics influences
force/moment capacity, mainly via changes in vehi-
cle side slip angle. For instance consider case 2 in
Fig. 10: during the interval 0\X\9m the cloud
migrates from left to the right while at the same
time it is shrinking. This interval corresponds to a
beneficial vehicle side slip when Fyg is easily gener-
ated from side forces Fy at the tyres. Then, during
9\X\13m, the clouds expand and move further to
the right, indicating the side slip is in the wrong
direction so that direct use of braking forces Fx is
preferred. At the same time the clouds jump to the
positive Mz axis indicating the availability of yaw
moments that force a reduction in rotational energy.
Note that when the size of the cloud becomes very
small, it corresponds to the instants when vx’0 and
b’908 (this is also seen in case 1 – see Figs 9 and
11(a) for X’10m), indicating all tyres have slip
angles around 90 and the brake action has little
influence on either the path or the yaw dynamics.
Some deviations from the ‘leftmost point’ rule
are evident in the cloud plots of cases 1 and 2, the
clearest being during the settling phase in case 1
(see also Fig. 11(a) where for X˜14m the yaw rate _c
rapidly settles towards 0). In this case the authors
infer that a resisting yaw moment is prioritized,
though this is after Ymax is reached and hence with
small effect on the cost function and no effect on
Ymax. In the following, case 3 is considered, which
shows a similar exception; however with yaw
moment prioritization from the start of the event.
4.2 Yaw moment control
Recall that case 3 has a much lower PI initial yaw
rate compared to the first two cases, so it is perhaps
surprising that yaw moments would play a more
important role in this case. Figure 12 shows that for
X\17m the global lateral force does not achieve its
full capacity, confirming that the optimal strategy is
essentially different from cases 1 and 2. The authors
define the yaw moment capacity Mz in a similar
way to Fyg
Mz (t) = min
Fxi
(sgn( _c(t)) Mz(t)) (7)
this being the largest available yaw moment oppos-
ing vehicle yaw rotation.
As shown in Fig. 11(b) the yaw rate stabilizes very
quickly, with _c= 0 at around X = 5 m; _c then over-
shoots and returns to zero at around X = 18 m. This
generates a positive slip angle b during this interval
(0<X<18m), leading to a negative lateral accelera-
tion ay and hence a curvature back towards the
Fig. 9 Case 1, the attainable global lateral force Fyg
and yaw moment Mz. The red circle shows the
optimal choice
Fig. 10 Case 2, the attainable global lateral force Fyg
and yaw moment Mz. The red circle shows the
optimal choice
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desired path. Further, it is noticed that the yaw
moment control strategy is able to quickly limit
both yaw velocity and side slip angle close to zero
values, something that the lateral force control strat-
egy never does.
A similar picture is seen for the global forces in
Fig. 13 – a strong negative yaw moment is delivered
to the vehicle chassis in preference to achieving Fyg.
Interestingly, the moment remains negative even
when the sign of the yaw rate changes, so while
Mz’Mz until 0.54 s, in the subsequent instants, as
the chosen point stays near the lower end of the
cloud, the yaw moment is actually increasing the
magnitude of the yaw rate. Thus this example is
seen as a case of yaw moments dominating the
character of the optimal response, but not simply
providing a yaw stability function.
The cloud plot also shows another basic feature, at
least during the early and critical stages of the
response when Y (t) is increasing: the selected point
is always on or near the left boundary of the cloud,
whether or not it is the leftmost point. Equivalently,
it may be said that subject to a possible constraint on
Mz, the instantaneous value of Fyg is at a maximum
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Fig. 11 Vehicle motion variables of cases 1 and 3
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Fig. 12 Case 3, Global lateral forces (solid: Fyg, dot-dashed: F

yg, dashed: tyre longitudinal force
contribution, dotted: tyre lateral force contribution)
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opposing Y. This simple fact allows the results of all
three cases above to be unified – Fyg is instanta-
neously minimized, either with no constraint on Mz,
or with a point constraint determined by the optimi-
zer. This may be formalized as a simple conjecture.
Conjecture: maximum force utilization. In the PI
response, for Y\Ymax the optimal response is fully
characterized by the yaw moment being either
unconstrained, or constrained through values deter-
mined by the optimizer. Whether or not the con-
straint is active, Fyg achieves its maximum value
opposing current Y by appropriate choice of braking
torque.
Of course the conjecture is not a proven theorem,
and it does not provide an algorithm to compute
constraints on Mz. A broad justification is as follows.
Assume Y (t) is optimal but at time t = t1 has corre-
sponding points not on the left boundary of the
force-moment cloud plot. Assume also that t1 pre-
cedes the point where Y =Ymax. A small improve-
ment in Fyg can then be achieved for t1  e\t\t1 + e
for some small e, and provided the ensuing force-
moment availability is unaffected the remaining
forces and moments can be applied unchanged. If
~Y (t) denotes the modified path, clearly ~Y (t)\Y (t)
for t.t1  e up to Y =Ymax, so in this case the
modified trajectory is improved. Hence the original
trajectory was not optimal because of Fyg being inte-
rior to the force-moment cloud.
The above argument depends on the cloud plots
being insensitive to variations in Fyg, and the conjec-
ture is regarded as a plausible justification for what
has been found in the optimization results – any
formal proof requires a deeper analysis of the optimi-
zation problem, one that will almost certainly require
additional assumptions about the vehicle properties
and the PI initial conditions. However, if the
conjecture is tentatively accepted, it follows that the
role of Mz is a controlling one. For PI events with
large yaw velocities, it has been seen that lateral force
control dominates; Mz is unconstrained by the path
optimization and the appropriate control is achieved
by minimizing Fyg at each instant. When it becomes
feasible to stabilize the yaw rotations, possibly with a
reverse orientation of the vehicle, Mz dominates the
response and the minimization of Fyg still applies,
but in a constrained sense. Assuming the conjecture
is valid, the optimal control problem essentially
reduces to defining boundaries and control rules for
the yaw moment.
4.3 Control after point of maximum deviation
The above argument does not apply once Y (t) is
decreasing from its maximum. In that case, the
authors expect to see cases where the chosen values
of Fyg and Mz are interior to the cloud plot. For
completeness case 4 from Table 1 is included, which
assumes zero PI yaw rate but non-zero body side
slip. The optimal vehicle path indicates a simple
type of settling behaviour, qualitatively similar to a
damped second-order oscillation in Y (see Fig. 14).
In Fig. 15, the selected control (red dot) is clearly
inside the cloud boundary when 10\X\13, which
occurs after the point of maximum deviation. Here,
as the settling process is near to completion, the size
of the cloud is reduced and again the chosen values
Fig. 13 Case 3, the attainable global lateral force Fyg
and yaw moment Mz. The circle shows the
optimal choice
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X [m]
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Fig. 14 Case 4, vehicle path
Fig. 15 Case 4, the attainable global lateral force Fyg
and yaw moment Mz. The red circle shows the
optimal choice
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are found on the cloud boundaries. Overall the set-
tling has a quasi-linear character similar to a
damped second-order system; the dynamics may
potentially be analysed using linear optimal control
theory; however this aspect of control is clearly of
limited importance in the context of the secondary
collision avoidance problem, so it is not analysed
any further in this paper.
5 PHASE PLANE ANALYSIS
According to the above conjecture, force and
moment control actions are sometimes con-
strained by an optimal desired yaw moment, but
otherwise dominated by the need to minimize Fyg.
This is now tested across a broader range of kine-
matic conditions by mapping the vehicle-level
force/moment control actions onto an appropriate
phase plane. A sweep of PI initial yaw rates is con-
sidered, maintaining a fixed initial sideslip angle
bPI ¼ 15. For clarity, the phase plane is presented
as c versus _c (rather than c versus b) since yaw
velocity defines the initial conditions and yaw
angle turns out to be most influential when
approaching 180 or occasionally 360.
5.1 Vehicle level control strategies in the
phase plane
The resulting phase portrait is shown by dashed
lines in Fig. 16, with _cPI varying between –260/s
and +260/s. Also shown is colour-coding according
to the vehicle-level control strategy adopted at each
instant. The dominant colour, red, corresponds to
unconstrained minimization of Fyg, i.e. with the
chosen control associated with the left-most point
on the instantaneous Fyg–Mz cloud; this is the (lat-
eral) force control strategy seen in section 3. The
other common strategies relate to yaw moment con-
trol, which is now resolved into three sub-types, the
most common being the stabilizing control (dark
blue) when Mz’Mz , i.e. with yaw moment maximiz-
ing the dissipation of yaw rotational kinetic energy.
There is also seen a destabilizing control (light blue)
when Mz’Mz , i.e. the yaw moment minimizes
the dissipation of rotational energy, and the yaw
velocity may actually increase in magnitude. The
other form of yaw-moment control is called con-
strained (coloured purple) which instantaneously
minimizes Fyg subject to an implied constraint on
Mz, i.e. with the chosen force/moment combination
at the left boundary of the cloud plot, but at a loca-
tion other than those identified by force, stabilizing
or destabilizing control.
The other colours are less directly related to the
optimal path control strategy: white indicates the
cloud plot is very small (so choice of control action
has minimal influence on response), yellow indi-
cates transient force/moment combinations interior
to the cloud and green shows points after Y (t) has
reached its maximum, i.e. during the settling phase.
The noted types of force and moment control actu-
ally persist well into the green region, though at the
end some linear settling occurs, with points interior
to the force-moment cloud, as exemplified by case 4
of section 3.
Thus, only behaviours seen previously in the four
example cases are obtained. The possible exception
is the appearance of transient (yellow) regions when
force and moment capacity of the vehicle is not fully
utilized at each instant during the simulation.
Further investigation reveals that this happens when
the force/moment capacity (cloud position and
shape) changes quickly compared to the discrete
sample time (0.18 s) used for the application of
brake control. Indeed, analysis of individual optimi-
zations confirms that these regions occur between
discrete sampling instants, and that if the discrete
sample time is reduced, the size of these transient
regions also reduces; in the limit of a continuous-
time controller the yellow regions should be com-
pletely eliminated, so within the limited scope and
tolerance of the numerical results the above conjec-
ture holds true.
An interesting feature of the phase portrait is
that for small (positive) initial yaw rates, the ini-
tial response is dominated by stabilizing yaw
moment control, and the vehicle settles with a zero
yaw angle. Beyond a certain threshold however, the
initial response becomes force-controlled (red),
switching later on to the stabilizing pattern (blue)
and settling into a reversed vehicle orientation
(c’180). As the initial yaw rate increases further
the rotation goes beyond 180, tending towards a
full 360 rotation. These qualitative changes in yaw
angle during settling occur suddenly as _cPI smoothly
increases, giving a discontinuity in the overall sys-
tem response; such different responses result in
multiple equilibria which are commonly seen in
nonlinear dynamics, e.g. reference [31], but here
occur because of discrete changes in preference for
the optimal controller. The response discontinuity
are associated with points of divergence in the
phase portrait, including those points indicated by
diverging arrows in Fig. 16; two such points are
shown, though clearly other cases exist, and further
discontinuities occur if the range of initial yaw rates
is expanded. Clearly, response discontinuity occurs
when it becomes advantageous, at higher rotational
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energies, to allow greater yaw motion during the ini-
tial response while prioritizing instantaneous force
control. This is explored further in section 5.3. Note
that, even when the response is dominated by force
control, the existence of the constrained (purple)
regions in the phase plane plot show that small
adjustments to the yaw motion are beneficial for
limiting the overall path deviation. Attention is now
turned to the brake actuation modes associated with
the above vehicle-level control strategies.
5.2 Optimal brake actuation control modes
in the phase plane
In section 3, it was shown that multiple control
modes of brake actuation contribute to optimal PI
path control; no single brake activation mode,
such as locking all wheels, can work well across a
wide range of PI conditions. Previously only three
braking modes were considered, and the question
arises as to whether these suffice under a wider
range of conditions. The above optimal responses
mapped in the phase-plane, are analysed in terms
of which braking mode is active at any particular
time. It turns out that a total of five brake actua-
tion modes are required to provide a reasonably
complete and non-overlapping map of the optimal
control actions. These are shown in Fig. 17,
mapped onto the same c– _c phase plane of Fig. 16.
Note that the term Unilateral DB refers to differen-
tial braking on either the left or right side of the
vehicle, and the term following axle denotes the
one currently behind the mass centre, which may
be the vehicle’s front or rear axle, depending on
the sign of vx.
The actuator control modes are listed in Fig. 17
and defined via equations (8) to (13), where the
thresholds used on the right-hand sides are the result
of some tuning, aimed to suitably populate the phase
trajectories in a complete and non-overlapping way.
The first four modes have been seen previously
sgn( _c) (Fxfl+Fxrl)(Fxfr+Fxrr)ð Þ.
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ=8
(8)
sgn( _c) (Fxfr+Fxrr)(Fxfl+Fxrl)ð Þ.
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ=8
(9)
X
i
Fxij j.
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ  0:95 (10)
X
i
Fxij j\
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ  0:05 (11)
The remaining mode was not seen in the exam-
ples of section 3, and it is split into two sub-modes
as defined in equation (12) and equation (13). It
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Fig. 16 Optimal vehicle-level control strategies switching in the phase plane. Dashed curves:
phase trajectory; red: force control; dark blue: stabilizing; light blue: destabilizing; purple:
constrained; white: small cloud condition; yellow: transient; green: settling. Arrows: tra-
jectory divergence directions
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applies most braking torque at the following axle
(relative to the direction of vx); this reduces lateral
grip on the following axle and hence reduces the
stabilizing yaw moment due to lateral tyre forces.
For vx˜0, the condition is for increased braking on
the rear axle of the vehicle
(jFxrlj+ jFxrrj) (jFxflj+ jFxfrj).
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ=5(12)
and when vx\0, there are more braking at the front
axle of the vehicle
(jFxflj+ jFxfrj) (jFxrlj+ jFxrrj).
X
i
miFzicosaið Þ=5
(13)
The results in Fig. 17 include cases similar to those
of section 3: for example, in the upper right quadrant,
when _cPI 2 ½60, 260/s and the same sign as bPI, the
optimal braking sequence is similar to case 1; braking
to wheel-lock is mostly applied since Fy is harmful
until an approximate 90 yaw angle is reached. When
_cPI 2 ½260,  20/s, having the opposite sign to bPI,
it is similar to case 2, with zero-braking initially dom-
inating. When _cPI 2 ½20, 60/s, the yaw disturbance
is sufficiently mild and the response is similar to case
3, with stabilizing yaw moment control prioritized
until c’0. Overall, it is seen that the optimal
response involves switching among the five simple
brake actuation modes. Importantly, these modes
can be obtained directly from the simpler vehicle-
level strategies mentioned above, using information
about the ins-tantaneous vehicle kinematics; for
example, in the unconstrained case when braking
torques are chosen to minimize Fyg, the direction of
each wheel-force vector is to align as closely as possi-
ble with Y , and hence each braking torque can be
computed.
5.3 Discontinuous response and
multiple equilibria
As noted in section 5.1, when the initial yaw rate is
gradually increased in magnitude, a discontinuity in
response takes place, with a discrete switching of
the dominant control strategy from stabilizing yaw
moment control to lateral force control. One such
discontinuity is shown in greater detail in Fig. 18;
this corresponds to the pair of arrows in the upper
right quadrant in Fig. 16. Four phase trajectories are
shown, two below the point of discontinuity and
two above. Note that, although the response is dis-
continuous as _cPI crosses its threshold, the value of
the optimal cost remains continuous. Further analy-
sis of this particular event shows that there is no
specific dynamic transition, such as tyre force
saturation, associated with the response discontinu-
ity. Rather, the discontinuity occurs at a crossover
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point, when the lateral force control becomes
advantageous, and this is consistent with the conti-
nuity of the cost function.
Furthermore, this discontinuity can be character-
ized by the equilibrium, i.e. yaw angle to which the
vehicle settles, where multiple equilibria are seen. In
Fig. 18 the responses below the threshold settle
towards c= 0, while those above the threshold move
towards another equilibrium: c= 180. This is clearer
in Fig. 17 where as the initial yaw rate increases
the phase trajectories progressively tend towards
c= 180, until eventually there is enough initial rota-
tional energy to trigger a second discontinuity and
settling towards c= 360. With greater initial yaw
velocity it would clearly be possible to trigger third
and more response discontinuities, though such
cases are expected to be only of theoretical interest.
A more general mapping of the response disconti-
nuity at post impact initial conditions is shown in
Fig. 19, where the PI side slip bPI is also allowed to
vary. The case of Fig. 18 is represented by the circle.
It is worth noting that for bPI = 0, the upper and
lower points of discontinuity are symmetrical, as
should be expected for a laterally symmetric vehicle.
As bPI increases, between 10 to 60, the points of
discontinuity become insensitive to the value of bPI,
and the choice of dominant strategy is mainly
dependent on initial yaw velocity. With even higher
PI side slip, the region of yaw moment control
shrinks. As seen in section 4.2, the yaw moment
control strategy is used when it can stabilize both
the yaw rate and side slip simultaneously. In the
case of large bPI, clearly this stabilization is harder
to achieve, hence the lateral force control strategy is
selected at very low values of _cPI.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that appropriate brake actions
can be made to control the per impact trajectory of
a vehicle involved in a light collision, so that in prin-
ciple the probability of a secondary impact or road
departure can be reduced. In the examples pre-
sented, the particular choice of braking actions has
a significant effect on the vehicle path. An optimal
control analysis has been developed, based on a
fourth power cost function of the path deviation lat-
eral to the vehicle intended path; the function pro-
vides a satisfactory approximation to the problem of
minimizing the maximum path deviation.
No single simpler control mode (e.g. yaw motion
control or locked-wheel braking) was found to be
optimal in reducing lateral deviations. Instead, within
one accident, dynamic switching between a combina-
tion of these modes appears to be necessary. Only in
some post impact circumstances, a locking of all four
wheels gives lateral deviation close to be optimal.
The optimal response is found to include a wide
variety of brake actuator control modes, ranging
from locking all wheels to allowing all wheels to roll
freely. The mode chosen at any instant is dependent
on the vehicle-level force and moment capability,
especially the force capability orthogonal to the
intended path. In turn, the global lateral force capa-
bility depends heavily on vehicle orientation and
slip angle – i.e. the instantaneous force capability is
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Fig. 18 Discontinuous response on phase plane, _cPI.0, cPI = 0, bPI = 15, vPI = 15m/s (same
colour codes as in Fig. 16)
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highly anisotropic, if no other actuators than the
friction brakes are at present.
Three vehicle level control strategies have been
identified for optimal path control: (i) global late-
ral force is maximized at every instant in the direc-
tion opposing harmful lateral deviations; (ii) yaw
moment control is applied, operating at its upper or
lower limit, or choosing an intermediate value that
in turn constrains the available lateral forces – in
this case the most favourable global lateral force is
applied; and (iii) a settling motion takes place that
involves synchronized contributions from lateral
force and yaw motion, and forces and moments are
not on the limits. In terms of the clouds plots of
available forces and moments, these strategies were
identified as being on the cloud boundary – (i) and
(ii) – or in the interior region (iii). These control
strategies were seen to be optimal across a wide
range of PI conditions, the explanation being given
in the form of a general conjecture, and validation
given via a phase plane analysis.
The phase plane analysis also demonstrated the
common occurrence of discontinuities between
responses respectively dominated by global lateral
force control and yaw moment control. Overall, five
actuator modes were identified as being prevalent.
Future work is required to establish the feasibility of
a robust closed-loop strategy that incorporate these
actuator modes and vehicle-level strategies for
implementation on the vehicle.
In this paper, the lateral displacement is measured
at the mass centre, and additional lateral deviations
due to yaw motion are not taken into account. Of
course the paths of corner points of the vehicle body
are especially important for assessing collision risk,
and it could be argued that it is the envelope of these
paths that should be used. The envelope [32] is a curve
tangent to each path, and bounds their combined
maximum path deviations. This is relevant because the
impending secondary collision can happen to any cor-
ner of the vehicle. On the other hand this increases the
complexity of the optimization and the interpretation
of results, so the authors avoided it in this analysis,
simplifying the requirement to that of mass centre
path deviation. It is noted here that attitude (i.e. yaw
angle) control is also influential for crash risk, and also
affects the likely severity of a crash outcome. Future
studies for reducing crash risk and severity in second-
ary collisions should include objective functions for
both lateral position and yaw angle. Specific case stud-
ies will also be needed to evaluate system performance
for real-world post impact scenarios.
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APPENDIX 1
Notation
APPENDIX 2: YAW MOTION CONTROLLER
The yaw motion controller is a proportional-inte-
gral one with constant gains. The braking force
requirement is linearly proportional to yaw rate
error and yaw angle error. The proportional coeffi-
cient is Kp, and the integral coefficient is Ki which
are tuned for the exemplar cases in the paper. No
optimal controller with wheel slip control so as to
maximize yaw correction moment is intended to be
designed for this paper. In this study the reference
yaw rate is zero, since straight road and fixed zero
steering angle are assumed. Both tyres on one side
of the car are braked, and the sign of required yaw
moment Mz decides the side and thus the braking
force distribution on four wheels fb. The friction
braking force on the tyre-road contact patch Fxi is
opposite to the tyre longitudinal velocity. The con-
trol law is shown in equations (14) and (15)
Mz=sgn(vx) Kp( _c _cref )Ki
Z t
0
( _c _cref )dt
  
(14)
fb =
½1 0 1 0T  K  jMzj, Mz˜0
½0 1 0 1T  K  jMzj, Mz<0

(15)
where Kp = 1  105 [Nm/(rad/s)], Ki = 2  105 [Nm/
rad], K = 1 [1/m].
Notation Value Unit Description
Bi (-) (N/rad) Stiffness factor describing tyre model curve:
cyi
mi Ci
Ci (1.65) (-) Shape factor describing tyre model curve
Ei (0.9) (-) Curvature factor describing tyre model curve
Fxi (-) (N) Tyre longitudinal force on wheel i
Fyi (-) (N) Tyre lateral force on wheel i
Fzi (-) (N) Tyre normal force on wheel i
Fz0 (4000) (N) Nominal tyre normal force
Izz 3258 (kgm
2) Vehicle moment of inertia around z axis
Kff 0.55 (-) Front axle roll stiffness ratio
Mz (-) (Nm) Vehicle yaw moment
X (-) (m) Vehicle longitudinal displacement in global coordinate system, from nominal path direction
Y (-) (m) Vehicle lateral displacement in global coordinate system, from nominal path direction
ay (-) (m/s
2) Lateral acceleration
cy0 (22.3) (N/rad) Nominal cornering stiffness factor
cy1 (1:11 3 104) (-) Cornering stiffness sensitivity to normal force
cyi (-) (N/rad) Cornering stiffness factor: cy0  1 cy1  (Fzi  Fz0)
 
fb (-) (N) Brake pad application forces on four wheels
CG (-) (-) Centre of gravity
g 9.81 (m/s2) Gravitational acceleration
hCG 0.506 (m) Vehicle CG height over ground
hrf 0.045 (m) Roll centre height of front axle over ground
hrr 0.1 (m) Roll centre height of rear axle over ground
i fl, fr, rl, rr (-) fl: front left tyre, fr: front right tyre, rl: rear left tyre, rr: rear right tyre
lf 1.033 (m) Distance between the front axle and CG along the x-axis
lr 1.682 (m) Distance between the rear axle and CG along the x-axis
m 1625 (kg) Vehicle mass
t 1.56 (m) Track width
vPI (-) (m/s) Vehicle speed at the end of the first impact
vx (-) (m/s) Longitudinal velocity in vehicle coordinate
vy (-) (m/s) Lateral velocity in vehicle coordinate
afPI (-) (rad) Front axle side slip angle
arPI (-) (rad) Rear axle side slip angle
ai (-) (rad) Tyre side slip angle
b (-) (rad) Vehicle side slip angle: arctan (vy/vxl)
bPI (-) (rad) b at the end of the first impact
c (-) (rad) Vehicle yaw angle
cPI 0 (rad) c at the end of the first impact
_c (-) (rad/s) Vehicle yaw rate
_cref (-) (rad/s) Driver desired _c in yaw controller reference model
_cPI (-) (rad/s) _c at the end of the first impact
m 0.9 (-) Road friction coefficient
mi (-) (-) Road friction coefficient of each tyre
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